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Evil Twin Trivia: The Wacky New App By a Man Who Lives With His Parents
Published on 11/29/12
Evil Twin Trivia was created by a TV Game Show Producer who had an idea for a trivia app,
left his career and moved in with his parents. The Game: While trapped inside a mansion by
an Evil Twin, the player is faced with a series of questions: "Who suffered a bad case of
bird flew (into his face while riding a roller coaster)?" Outsmart the Evil Twin and avoid
the lies to escape the maze of questions. Evil Twin Trivia is the first app released by
the new company, Odds and Apps, LLC.
Gilbert, Arizona - Odds and Apps is thrilled to announce that Evil Twin Trivia is
available on the App Store. Created by a TV Game Show Producer who had an idea for a
trivia app, left his career and moved in with his parents. Originally released October 4,
2012, Odds and Apps has quietly been making changes and up-dates before today's official
announcement of the new iOS trivia game.
Question: If Rocky Balboa literally had the eyes of a tiger, what would be the most likely
side effect?
Evil Twin Trivia was designed with a new format for playing trivia. If The Price is Right
and the movie, Labyrinth, had a baby that grew up and created trivia, this app may have
been the result. Trapped inside a Mansion, the player must avoid every lie to escape the
Evil Twin in a maze of questions.
Each Mansion has 7 rounds. Round 1 contains 1 trivia question; Round 2 contains 2
questions and so on. The player is told at the end of each round if their answers are
correct. If the player was fooled by the Evil Twin, they will be challenged to play the
round again. Stuck on a question? Spot the lie with the "HONEST EYE". Selecting "HONEST
EYE" will reveal the Evil Twin and the correct answer. 5 are included with the game.
* "No reply" The New York Times
"I'm a huge trivia fan," explains the 33 year-old, founder of Odds and Apps. "While
exploring the current apps, I noticed a creative void in the trivia world." In February
2012, he decided to abandon his career, move in with his parents and fill this void. With
the determination of an Olympian and reading level of a 4th grader, he went to work.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad and iPod touch
* iOS 5.1 or later
* 64.3 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Evil Twin Trivia 1.2 is available for $0.99 (USD) on the App Store and can be found under
Trivia in the Games Category. The "HONEST EYE" 10-pack is $0.99 using the In-App
Purchase.
Review copies of the game are available upon request.
Odds and Apps:
http://www.OddsandApps.com
Evil Twin Trivia 1.2:
http://www.EvilTwinTrivia.com
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/evil-twin-trivia/id556453957
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Screenshots:
http://eviltwintrivia.com/app-images/
App Icon:
http://eviltwintrivia.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/12.png

Located in Gilbert, Arizona, Odds and Apps, LLC was founded in early 2012 and has been
dodging success ever since. Evil Twin Trivia marks the first game released by Odds and
Apps. All Material and Software (C) 2012 Odds and Apps, LLC / All Rights Reserved. Apple,
the Apple logo, iPod, the iPod logo, are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the
U.S. and/or other countries.
###
Logan Steele
Owner
310-405-2100
logan@oddsandapps.com
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